Today we will be looking at two properties of waves called DIFFRACTION and INTERFERENCE. We will look at these phenomena specifically using light waves in our demonstrations. 
PRE LAB QUESTIONS

Exploring DIFFRACTION
Today, we are going to use lasers to examine and explore interference. Remember, light is a wave, so we should be able to see how constructive and destructive interference happens with the laser beam.
Materials -1 laser pointer (DO NOT SHINE THIS ANYWHERE BUT FOR THE EXPERIMENT!!!)
-Binder Clips with Tape or Clay (to hold materials into place) -Piece of white cardboard (a blank notecard; you should have two)
-Microscope slide that is painted black -Ruler Procedure 1.) Look at the microscope slide; there should be three lines on them; slits cut into the paint so that you can see through. We will be using the side of the slide with ONE slit cut into it for the first part.
2.) Using the clip, mount the laser and the microscope slide so that the laser will be shooting through the one slit. Mount them so that the laser is 2 cm away from the slide, and it is directly 
